
Home Training Plan  
Date = 24/03/2020 

WARM UP 
Pulse Raiser = Skipping rope 1min à burpees 30secs à skipping rope 45s à burpees 20s à skipping rope 
30s à burpees 10s à Skipping rope 1min Approx. 5 mins  
 

Stretch = Head to toe stretch with leg kicks and swings, rocks into straddle and pike fold and overstretch 
splits Approx. 15 mins 
 

Basics/Lines = Forward roll to pike sit, fold with pointed toes, sit up and pull feet, fold with flexed feet x4 à 
Forward roll to straddle, turn to splits, splits, swim through drag to pike fold x4 à Drop back to bridge stand 
up, drop back to bridge lift leg x 3, other leg x3, kick to roll out x 3 à Handstand to bridge stand up, tick 
tock x3 Approx. 10 mins 
 

FLOOR 
Theme: Handstands Approx. 20 mins 

Activities: 1) Front support hold 15secs. 2) Tuck bunnies x6. 3) Seesaw kicks x 6 each leg. = Circuit 3x 
1) Falling tree lunges x4. 2) Lunge, T, Lunge x4. 3) Diagonal open support against wall 15s. 4) Inverted 
diagonal open support against wall 15s. = Circuit 3x 
1) Piked handstand feet on block 15s. 2) Piked handstand feet on block lift one leg to vertical 10s. 3) Repeat 
“2” with other leg. = Circuit 3x 
Get to a minute of handstands – add up how long you stay up each time & see how many attempts it takes. 
 

VAULT 
Theme: Arm circle through to jump and the handstand block action Approx. 20 mins 
Activities: 1) Stand on one leg, leap forwards to land on two feet x4. 2) Repeat 1 on the other leg = Circuit 2x 
1) Repeat the above exercise but start with arms behind body, as you are leaping through the air circle arms 
backwards, when you land they should be in front of you x4. 2) Repeat 1 on the other leg = Circuit 2x 
1) Repeat the above arm circling exercise but when you “land” immediately rebound into a straight jump 
with arms by ears to a safe landing x4. 2) Repeat 1 on the other leg = Circuit 2x 
1) Weighted shrugs arms by side x8. 2) Overhead shrugs holding object x8. 3)Plank shrugs x8. 4) 
Handstand hops x4 = Circuit 3x 
 

BARS 
Theme: Improving cast shapes and cast to handstand Approx. 20 mins 
Activities: 1) Front support hands on line or bar, feet raised 15s. 2) Front support hands on line/bar on 
wobbly surface ball or wobbleboard 15s. 3) Front support hands wobbly surface 15s = Circuit 3x 
1) Weighted overhead raises x8. 2) Pike drag up on edge x8. 3) From front support pike drag into forward roll 
x4. 4) Straddle lifts in headstand x6. 5) Kick to handstand straddle down to straddle sit x4 = Circuit 3x 
 

BEAM 
Theme: Warm up and handstand (on line or beam) Approx. 20 mins 
Activities: 1) Pike sit arms mid centre to crown x8. 2) Kneeling arms mid centre to crown x8. 3) Repeat 2 
with other knee up. 4) On toes one foot slightly in front of other arms mid centre to crown x8. 5) Repeat 4 
with other foot in front. 6) Walk 4 steps on toes, turn on toes x6. 7) Walk sideways crossing legs 4x. 8) 
Repeat 7 going other way. 
1) Fall to lunge to press back x4. 2) Needle kick, lunge, press back x4. 3) Repeat 2 on other leg = Circuit 2x 
1)Split handstand x10. 2) Stag handstand x10. 3) Normal handstand x10. Aim to hold each for as long as 
possible and if you fall off it doesn’t count towards your 10.  
 

CONDITIONING  
Theme: Tuesday Core Approx. 20 mins 
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